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 I have tried to run the Windows version of VfSU with an older version of SketchUp (I think it was 8 or something) and I cannot
get it to work - I have tried selecting "automatic" option when asked for a SketchUp installation path but that has not worked (as
there is no SketchUp install path as I understand it - I need to use the native standalone SketchUp that comes on the CD). I am
having an issue with several things at the moment and was hoping it was just a quick fix. I have been using VfSU for quite a

while now, and I never had any issues with it. I downloaded the VfSU 2013 release, and selected the "Automatic" option at the
SketchUp Setup Wizard. There are three prompts asking for options - SketchUp, Autodesk 3ds Max, and Blackmagic Design. I

selected SketchUp. Now, VfSU is still running and when I check my current parameters, I can see that it has a working
connection with SketchUp (via the parameter editor). But I still cannot see any SketchUp drawing tools, and the parameters look

to be a bit quirky (I am not sure if they are supposed to be like that, or if that is an issue with my configuration). One thing is
that if I click on "Save" in the SketchUp parameter editor, the VfSU parameters disappear from the SketchUp toolbar, and then
I cannot save any parameters.Hospital pharmacists' anticipatory guidance for fluoroquinolone and cephalosporin prescribing: a
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focus group study. Antimicrobial resistance is a growing global problem. Antimicrobial prescribing is thought to contribute to
this problem. Antimicrobial stewardship programs are important to limit excessive antibiotic prescribing. In this study, we aim

to gain insight into healthcare professionals' views on prescribing fluoroquinolones and cephalosporins for various indications. A
focus group discussion was conducted among 4 pharmacists and 12 doctors. We analyzed the data by means of thematic

analysis. The study was conducted from February 2014 to March 2015. The results show that antimicrobial stewardship is not
well known and that each participant has different ideas about antimicrobial stewardship programs. Antimicrobial stewardship

programs in a hospital should consist of a multidisciplinary team and include the participation of pharmacists. It is important for
healthcare professionals to have knowledge on antimicrobial resistance and how to optimize antimicrobial prescribing. Further
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